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Se7en and the Unseen Deadliness of Sins  

 

The movie Se7en brutally explicates something of the logic of the Christian account of sin at a 

crucial point in its proceedings.   

In the highly significant scene in which the case’s two detectives (William Somerset and 

David Mills, played by Morgan Freeman and Brad Pitt respectively) travel with the serial killer 

(Jon Doe, played by Kevin Spacey), Mills asks this man he considers to be a “freak”:  “When a 

person is insane, as you clearly are, do you know that you’re insane?”  Mills represents a culture 

that imagines evil to be extra-ordinary, almost supernatural, but certainly not everyday and 

‘ordinary’.  The evil are mad, demonic, and so on, but not us.  But this perspective cannot handle 

the “work” of someone like ‘Jon Doe’, an articulate, obviously highly intelligent, and utterly 

dispassionate killer who can meticulously plan the most horrific of murders and execute them 

over substantially extended period of time.  In fact, these killings are less ‘murders’ within his 

moral perspective than lessons for the ‘good’ of society, a wake-up call or sermonic exhortation 

to moral endeavour.
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  In other words, he does not see himself as an alien in an otherwise morally 

intelligent culture, but rather an instance of it.  So, to Mills’ directing question he decisively 

responds:  “It’s more comfortable for you to label me insane.”  The set of exchanges that comes 

soon after this is even more revealing.  Mills makes a reference to killing “innocent people”, and 

Doe’s moral anger boils over at this comment, causing him to unleash a diatribe about his first 

five victims in his lesson about the seven deadly sins:  “Innocent!  Is that supposed to be funny?  

An obese man [gluttony], a disgusting man who could barely stand up…. And after him I picked 

the lawyer [greed], and you both must have secretly been thanking me for that one.  This is a man 

who has dedicated his life to making money by lying with every breath that he could muster to 

keeping murderers and rapists on the streets. … A woman [pride] so ugly on the inside that she 

couldn’t go on living if she couldn’t be beautiful on the outside.  A drug dealer [sloth], a drug 

dealing pederast actually.  And let’s not forget the disease spreading whore [lust].”  His 

concluding comment sums up his lesson, and highly significant it is too for understanding the evil 

of sin:  “Only in a world this shitty could you even try to say these were innocent people and keep 

a straight face.  But that’s the point.  We see a deadly sin on every street corner, in every home, 

and we tolerate it.  We tolerate it because it is common, it’s trivial.  We tolerate it morning, noon 

and night.”   

                                                 
1
 Mills’ claim that “two months from now no one’s going to care … no one’s going to remember” is a 

significant comment on the self-concerned ethos of the society he speaks for in some ways.   
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The difficulty with Jon Doe’s perspective, of course, is that the ‘preacher’ has to operate 

on the assumption of his own purity.  He “is setting the example”, but in a way that implies that 

sin is something others do (all others, perhaps given his comments), and hence he can manifest its 

presence in the most gratuitously and violently vicious of ways.  Thus, he seems to be equally 

unwittingly implicated in the frequent popular assumption that ‘evil’ is beyond the reach of most 

human activity, something utterly alien and strange, a virus which most of us are immunised 

against – and ironically this is precisely the conception of sin that he has been working to undo.  

Mills, whose own unambiguous worldview is quite clearly unable to comprehend the significance 

of Doe’s theology announces that the prisoner is suffering from “delusions of grandeur”, and this 

is unwittingly suggestive in the context of Doe’s consciousness of being the instrument of the 

uncompassionate and vengeful God.
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  But what the Augustinian tradition denies is that there is 

anyone who can escape the unavoidably pervasive reach of sinfulness (the person of Jesus the 

Christ is a different case, given that his identity is the very incarnated presence of God’s Word).
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“Sin pre-conditions freedom [the ‘freedom’ of all].  It is a structural determinant of human being 

and action.  Sin lies behind action, in the basic intentionality of the agent (indeed, in the 

biological and social processes which lies behind that), and not only in the acts themselves.”
4
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 It should be recognised, however, that Doe does come at least close to recognising his own sinfulness 

when he too becomes part of his own sermon, illustrating envy, the envy of Mills’ “life of a simple man” 

with his “pretty wife”, Tracy (played by Gwyneth Paltrow).  “I envy your normal life.  It seems that envy is 

my sin.”   
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 The universality of the notion of ‘sin’ as descriptive of all human processes is imaged in the figures of 

Adam and Eve as the archetypes of human being.  But their archetypality is subsumed within a more 

embracing identity provided by Jesus Christ as imago dei and therefore as human Archetype.   
4
 Alistair McFadyen, Bound to Sin:  Abuse, Holocaust and the Christian Doctrine of Sin (Cambridge:  

CUP, 2000), 28.  McFadyen realises that this account of the formation of personhood in everyday practice 

fundamentally conflicts with modern liberal notions of the self as indeterminate agent, exercising freedom 

of will and choice.   


